
CHAPTER* IV MAGNETISATION STUDIES
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4,1 INTRODUCTION

Hysteresis studies of ferrites furnish valuable data on 

permeability p# The saturation magnetisation Ms# the coersive 
force He and the rammanence ratio jjj# The applicability of 

ferrites is due to the important data of fcyajjisresls# The permeabi* 

lity values of ferrites change over wide ranger therefore# 

ferrites are suitable for various frequency ranges*

Ferrites with low values of He are called as soft

ferrites and they are used in the manufacture of high frequency#

inductances# cores of transformers# motors and generators#

These applications demand high permeability# low coersive force

and small hysteresis losses of ferrites# Ferrites with high
are

values of He are called as hard ferrites and they Awed as 

permanent magnets# for various kinds of electric motors# loud* 

speakers# telephones# TV and other appliances which also need 

high remanance* in 1949 Neel has shown that the coersive force 

He is related with the crystal anisotcophy the saturation
i

magnetisation# the internal stresses and the pcrroalty*

The squareness ratio determines the utility of the

ferrites in the magnetic memory and switching devices# Hysteresis

properties are highly dependent on chemical conposition# crystal

structure# porosity and grain size distribution# heat treatment
2and machining history and so on# The preparation of ferrites 

with good squareness of loop characteristics demands 

stringent conditions and atmosphere# r.\
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Maxwell described the experimental technique* for measure- 

meat of magnetic properties of ferrites# The saturation magnetisa

tion is important basic parameter and it® measurement can be 

made by the ballistic method# the vibration coil magnetometer# 

the vibrating sample magnetometer# various force methods and 

microwave method# we have used high field loop tracer for 

hysteresis studies#

4*2 Domains and wall Formation

Weiss3 in 1907 postulated the existence of molecular field 

which is responsible for the spontaneous alighraent of atomic 

magnets# However# the ferromagnetic crystals frequently exhibit 
the state of sero magnetisation and this fact led to the

4
prediction of randomly oriented domains# Bark hausen in 1949 

showed that the magnetisation of the specimen changes discontinue 
ously when the applied field changes continuously# This fact 
supported the interpretation that the magnetisation is due to 

rotation of magnetisation of the whole domain# Landu and 

Liftshits showed that in any ferromagnetic material domain 

formation results as a consequence of considerable reduction 

in magnetostatic energy from that of the state of saturated 
magnetisation#

Weiss could not explain the origin of molecular field
but he stated that toe interactions of magnetic moments of the
electrons are too weak to explain large molecular field#

sHeisenberg in 1928 gave toe quantum mechanical treatment for
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the alignment in teems of exchange interaction between the

unconpensated spine of electrons in the partially filled 3-d

shells. He showed that under certain conditions the exchange

energy produces effects similar to those molecular field.
Electrons with parallel spins have lower energy than those with
antiparallel spins. Spontaneous magnetisation can also arise as

a result of negative exchange interactions under favourable
6conditions of intervening ions, Neel in 1943 showed that in

this case# the neighbouring magnetic moments are antiparallel.

This is the origin of spontaneous magnetisation in ferrites
where there are magnetic moments arranged in antiparallel or

some other cosplex fashion compensating partially. The magnetic

moments contributing to the raagm tisation are mainly spin

magnetic moments due to the quenching of orbital angular
momentum. The non-integral values of the magneton numbers in
the case of Fe# Hi# Co at 0°K could not be explained fcy the

Heisenberg model but has been explained on the basis of band
7theory of solids (Stoner 1933) • The exchange energy is given by

VJex - 2JS2 ILL cos ? ij 
if*J

where S is the total spin momentum per atom and 0ij is the angle 
between the spin momentum vectors of atoms i and j.

Here anisotrophy is neglected and only nearest neighbour 

exchange interactions are considered. The exchange energy along 
would not show the observed anisotropy in the magnetic properties
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When the crystal is strained there is change in the 

anisotropy energy which is called the magnetoelastic energy W^,

It is due to change in interatomic spacing* One more contribution 

to the energy is that of magnetostatic energy wM# which is the 

work required to assemble all the dipoles constituting the body* 

The crystal is devided into domains and hence the magnetostatic 

energy gets reduced. This subdivision halts at a point where the 

energy required for the formation of additional domain wall 

becomes greater than the decrease in the magnetostatic energy,

3Bloch in 1932 has shown that the change in the magnetisa

tion between two neighbouring domains takes place over a finite 

width* If it has to occur over a unit Interatomic distance very 

high value of exchange energy would be required. The wall of 

finite width contains spins whose orientations gradually change 

from the direction in one domain to that in the other* Thus# the
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atomic spina within the wail do not remain parallel to an easy
direction and so lead to some anisotropy energy. There are two
types of walls. The eg in rotates by 190° from one domain to other
domain# it is 180° wall. In 90°# the thickness of the domain
wall is determined by the condition of minimum total energy* it is
given by fi * { § this leads to wall energy w * -..-4—

* * (AK) '
where a is the exchange energy constant and k is anisotropy

Qconstant. In principle the optimum domain configuration can be 
determined from the condition of minimum free energy i.e.* by 
minimising.

w m viex + \ + WM + wr for particular value of applied
field. The shape of the magnetisation curve for a crystal can be 
determined by repeating this procedure for the various values 
of applied field, but in practice it is difficult.

Bloch wall appears when there is a transition of 
magnetisations from a given direction to any other under the 
condition of zero divergence of magnetisation across the wall.

when the thickness of the specimen is small# of the order
of the width of the domain wall# the interactions between the
strips of free poles formed at the intersections of the wall with
the specimen# surface becomes important. This was first pointed 

loout by Neel in the year 1935, Neel suggested new type of 
transition. The wall# therefore# is called as Neel wall. Here 
the magnetisation rotates from one domain to the neighbouring 
domain while remaining in the plane of the film. In the case of
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the films Neel Wall# become energetically favoured. This work has
11been extended by Middlehoek. In his work he suggested that the 

energy for different transitions is function of angles between 
orientations of neighbouring domains.

There is one more type of spin transitions in which the
wall is called as crossed tie wall* The short right angled cross
ties are regularly arranged. This structure is explained by
considering the variation of the closure of flux at alternate
intervals through the plane of the spin rotation around the

12spiraling axis of the wall, Middlehoek has shown that energy 
of a wall of cross tie type is roughly 0,6 times the energy of 
Neel Wall, If the thickness of the specimen is greater than 
900 A° then Block wall is formed, zf the thickness of the 
specimen is less than 900 a° then cross the wall is formed.

According to these theoretical considerations Neel Wall 
is not expected to be formed at all*

However# in specimens of thickness less than about 200 a° 
Neel walls are observed,

Eaperimental results deduct the formation of more conplex 
walls# where spin rotations are complex. Such walls may consist 
of alternate sections of pure Bloch type of transitions and pure 
Neel type transitions. In between the two regions a region of 
conplex combination is present*

If the material is pollycrystalline# with grains not very
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small, the domain structure for each grain is roughly similar 
to those in large crystals* Due to small dimensions of the 
grains and due to interaction between adjacent grains, modifica
tion in the domains takes place. Results in the case of 
pollycrystalline ferrites are similar to those observed for 
single crystals*

4.3 irrev.ersAblil.tv andHyatscesAft

Irreversibility and hysteresis in ferromagnetic materials
are attributed to impedimenta to the motion of domain walls
offered by defects like inclusion, heterogeneties due to other

13phase and dislocations* If applied magnetic field is small; 
the magnetisation proceeds by reversible wall motion* If the 
field is greater than threshold value magnetisation takes place 
by irreversible wall motion and at very high fields irreversible 
wall rotations* Above the threshold field, Barkhausen jumps are 
observed in magnetisation and wall energy is maximum* This leads 
to irreversible Increase in magnetostatic and magnetoelastic 
energies of the material under the action of external magnetic 
field. When the magnetic field is reduced to zero, the residual 
magnetisation remains locked, the thermal energy required for 
randomisation and wall motion not being available. Also during 
magnetisation reversal nudeation has to proceed before the 
sequence of reversible and irreversible wall motion and spin 
rotation can take place. Therefore, for a unisolated specimen 
the changes result in hysteresis during the magnetisation cycle.
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14signifying the energy loss. Kero ten in 1943 proposed the model
of wall motion# for lnhomogenous material having nonmagnetic 
inclusion considers changes in the energy of the domain wall doe 
to variations of the area of the wall*

The strain and the Inclusion theories considered only 
plane domain walls and regular arrays of imperfections and also 
did not deal with the magnetic disturbances created by the 
inperfections, However# in view of the statistically distributed 
imperfections# the number of Imperfections that will not be 
intersected by the wall on an average would remain toe same* 
Further Neel established that there are variations in magnitude 
and direction of magnetisation due to randomly distributed 
irregularities within the same domain* From this dispersed field 
theory Neel calculated critical field required for irreversible 
moments of domain wall and coercivity.

15Goodenough in 1954 has presented in detail the nucleation 
centres of reverse domains in a saturated polycrystalline 
specimen considering the magnetostatic energy associated with 
the defects* He examined the effects of granular inclusions# 
lamellar perclpitates# grain boundaries and the crystal surface 
and arrived at the conclusion that these are most likely centres 
of reverse domain formation* When a magnetic material consists 
of fine particles likely to be single domain# toe process of 
magnetisation reversal can only take place by rotation through 
the hard directions with consequent irreversibility. The studies
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on the coercivity of the sample hairing single domain particles
with uniaxial aniaotsopy imheded in a matrix showed that the
demagnetising fields of the particles themselves determine the 

lacoercivity. However# Stoner and Wohlfarth's calculations of 
coercivity do not agree with the values reached in practice* This 
can be partly explained by the magnetic interactions between the 

particles and the possibility of other mechanisms of magnetisa
tion reversal like fanning reversal mechanism* incoherent spin

17rotation by magnetisation bulking and magnetisation curling*

*♦4 Losses

When alternating magnetic fields is applied on the 

magnetic material the part of magnetic energy is absorbed by the 

material and dissipated as heat* If alternating magnetic field 

is expressed as H * H0ej*> (lwt) # then the induction B can be 
represented as B * Boej*> [i(wt + ft) ] so that

„ B« * l«--------- a______ _
»* H H(coSft + isinft )

* p* + p*'

where y* gives 
and p* * the one 

The energy loss 
called as power

that consonant of the flux which is in phase#
that is 90° but of phase with the applied field, 
is proportional ton", The ratio Jr ■ tanft is 
factor or loss factor* The quality factor

Q « JL. m
y. tanft
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from the point of view of applications the variation of p* and 
ft* * against frequency is an Important criterion and is called as 
permeability spectrum.

The Important mechanisms of losses are (1) hysteresis#
(2) eddy currents# (3) spin resonance# (4) relaxation and wall 
resonance. If applied magnetic field on ferrites hysteresis and 
eddy current losses are very small# and the major contribution 
comes from the remaining sources,

♦•4.1 Hysteresis losses

The energy d£ required to change magnetisation M to 
M+dM at a field H is given by dE * HdH. Total energy absorbed 
for a complete hysteresis cycle is W «* 0 HdM. This is equal to 
area of bounded by hysteresis loop, low coercivity or high 
permeability results in a small area under the loop and hence 
a small loss.

4.4.2 Eddy Current Loss

An electric current is induced in the magnetic core 
material by the alternating magnetic field. Heat is evolved and 
loss of power takes place, Power loss per second Is proportional 
to F /(^ # where F is the frequency and 3 the electrical 
resistivity of the core material# the constant of proportionality 
depends upon geometry of the core.
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4.4,3 sglK.jmpmm*,teas.

Under the influence of internal ani so trophy field 

the electron spin vector in a magnetic material processes with 

frequency w given by w * cH^,, where r is the gyromagnetic reaction. 

If electron spin vector subjected to an external r»f magnetic 

field Hi in a direction perpendicular to that of H^, then 

resonance sets in when the radio frequency matches the processional 

frequency and energy are absorbed from applied field. In case of 

a material with negative crystal anisotropy constant the rotatio

nal processes are important# then the resonant frequency is 

inversely proportional to (y) . Therefore, when the permeability 
of the material is higher the resonant frequency is lower,

4*4.4 Rfjgx&tea.tiags,

2+ H*3Due to exchange between Fe and Fe ions relaxation 

losses take place, as magnetisation changes direction, then 
Fe24” and Fe3+ ions tend to change their position to attain the 
configuration that has lower energy under the changed direction 
of magnetisation. The readjustment of the Fe24# Fe24* positions 

does not require movement of ions, but merely that of electrons.

The loss depends upon frequency and is maximum when the 

applied frequency is close to the relaxation frequency for 

electron junp for a given material at a given temperature.
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4.4.5 Wail Resonance Loaa

In certain saKplea, the low frequency loss has been 

identified as due to fbmain wall resonance. Xf the domain wall 

is disturbed from its equilibrium position, restoring force sets 

in, which tries to bring back. The wall, like a stretched 

membrane, thus has a natural frequency of oscillation. Xf the 

frequency of applied magnetic field matches this natural 

frequency, resonance absorption sets in.

4.5 Measurement, Procedure

The measurement of Ms, Mr and He were carried out on the 

screen of oscilloscope illuminated adequately, standard 

Hi*sample having saturation magnetisation of 53.34 emu/gram was 

used for the calibration of the screen when the current through 

the coil of the magnet was 180 raA, Hysteresis loop was obtained 

on the CRO screen with the help of controls provided. The signal 

from the balancing coil after integration is proportional to the 

magnetic moment, of the specimen fed to vertical plates of the 

oscillioacope after suitable amplification, a signal proportional 

to magnetic field is fed to the horizontal plates of CRD, Thus 

oscillioacope displays magnetic moment v8 field that is the 

hysteresis loop of the sanple. Without disturbing controls of 

high field loop tracer and CRO, the saflples of Zn^Mg^^ejO^ were 

introduced into C core, of the magnet and hysteresis loop was 

observed for each sarnie for the measurement of Mr, Ms and He. The 

high field loop tracer operates on 230 voH, 50 Hz a,C.
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4.6 assaults and Discussion

In figure 41. compositional variation of has been 

shoim for the ferrite ZhgMgj.j^ejCM • The variation indicated 

by circled points is for slow cooled samples# while that 

indicated with trsingled points is for the samples guenched 
from 80C®C. The nature of variation exibited by both these 

series of sample is similar. It is seen that as the content 

of sine in the ferrite Zi^Msystem is increase the 

values of nfi show an increasing trend up to content of sine 

corresponding to value of XsO.4. For the content of zinc 

beyond the value of Xo.4, decreasing trend is exibited by 

compositional variation of nB The values of nfi are minimum 

for samples of and Mg ^Zn.^FejO^; while the value of

n0 is maximum for the sample Mg.^Zn ^Fe^O^

Zn figure 4.2 compositional variation of Ms( ) fo

the slow cooled and the quenched samples of zn^Mg^^FejO^ is 

shown.

Zn table 4.1* we have also given Y-K angles for our
^ 18system. Srivastava et al have calculated the Y-K angles Sx

IQ
Znx^e3-x°4 * RmQ* Kulkarai et al have carried out studies on 

magnetic odering in Cu-Zn ferrite. They have calculated 

theorgtical values of Y-K angles using the formula

Cos YK ■
S(l-x)2^< 4 2 5<l-x2) fl-- rr7—j;----U-X*) + 25(14* ) + lOCl-x ) 6

They have used the values of exchange constents as given'
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J * —5.25# 5* • —14.8# J * —10# ** 389i J« * <*4*53a p g i *
which hr* calculated by Srlvastava e& j&. They have cohered the 
theoretical values of y-k angles with those of saperimental 
values and concluded that canted type of spins are favoured on 
B sublattice in the case of CuZn ferrite, w* have used the 
following formula for the calculation of Y.K anglest

nB 3 Cosctyj, - 5(1.30

where is expressed in the unite of Bohr magneton and x 
represents content of zinc. The eaperimental values of magnetic 
moment were obtained using the formula20

n a

where ds * density of sample. 9a * saturation magnetisation 
in emu per gram. Ms was calculated as follows<

Ms « (l-p) djjds? where p is porosity.

From Table 4.1 it is seen that the Y-K angles for MgFejO^ and 

Mg#82n.2Fe2°4 in case o£ bo^h slow oooled and quenched samples 
are zero. This is indicative of the fact that the magnetisation 
variation for these samples can be explained on the basis of 
Neel two sublattice model. The cation distribution can be 
represented as ten2* A (FeJ^^g2^ Bo^. This cation
distribution is presented on the basis that the non-magnetic

4» 2 21
Za ion has a strong preference for the A-site. When it goes

+3to A-site to replace equal number Fe ions which then occupy 
B-site. MgFe204 is partly inverted, however. Mg has a strong
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preference for B»site. The net magnetic moment per formula unit 
therefore can be given aa

nB * [5 (1+x) + m(l-x) » 5 (1-x) ] Bohr magneton 
where H is the magnetic moment of Mg*2 ions in Bohr magnetons.

Zt is seen that nQ should be minimum equal to M for 
x m ot for MgPSjO^ and tend to 10 as the content of zinc is 
increased* However# this value of ng is never realised in practice. 
From Fig. 4.2 it is seen that the value of Ms and hence ng goes 
on decreasing beyond 40 per cent of content of zinc.

For the ferrites Mg^Zn^Fe^O^ and M$f#42n#gF®2°4 ** 
seen that Y»K angles are nonzero for both the slow cooled and 
the quenched samples. This suggests that for these two samples 
Heel two sublattice model is not applicable to esplain the 
compositional variation of Ms. Zt is further seen that as the 
content of zinc is increased Y-K angles also increase. Thus the 
change in the magnetisation on the substitution of zinc occurs due 
to presence of Y-K angles in spin system on B site. The condition 
for Y-K angles to occur in NiZn system has been investigated in 
the molecular field approximation by Satyamurthy et al.t Using 
a non-colinear three sublattice model. The increase in Y-K 
angles indicates the increasing favouring of triangular spin 
arrangement on B-sites leading to reduction in A-3 interaction.
B-B interactions are antiferromagnetic even in a mixed magnetic 
zinc ferrite. The effect of B-B interaction is usually masked by



strong A»B interaction which causes the spin on B-sites to be
aligned parallel to each other* However# the substitution of
sine in excess of 20 per cent leads to canted type of arrangements
on B-sites weakening the a»B interaction as suggested by Yafet 

22and Kittle.

For the samples of tig an^ 2nF®204 the values
of Ms were found to be zero giving * 90° suggesting that b-b 
interactions collapse when Zn is added in excess of 60 to 70 per 
cent*

The values of ng for the samples of Z.nxMg^xF a20^ system
quenched from 800°C are found to be higher than those of the
slow cooled samples* CuFejO^ and are sensitive to heat

22treatment and are partially inverted ferrlsts* When ferrites 
containing Mg or Cu are quenched from elevated temperatures 
the cation distribution whatever at that temperature will be 
frozen in. There is a cation migration (Mg or Cu ) from 
B-site to A»site* More the temperature of quenching more is this 
cation migration leading to higher values of nQ. In case of 
ferrites with Y-K angles 0# Neel’s two sublattice model is valid 
for the quenched samples for the ferrites with nonzero «y^# it 
is seen that on quenching Yk angles are lowered* This reduction 
uyJc angles suggests strengthening of AB interaction on quenching 
thereby elevating the values of n0 • This fact is corroborated 
by the compositional variation of T . The T values show decrease 
on quenching. This behaviour is similar to the compositional
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23variation of ^ reported earlier*

Figure 4*4 shows conposltlonal variation of it ia 

aeen that in caae of alow cooled samples of Zn^g^^e^)^ aa the 
content of zinc ia increased shows eonotonic decrease* The 
value of jjJ is maximum for MgFe2<>4 and minimum for Sta^Mg^Fe^* 

However# a very interesting trend ia exhibited by a compositional 

variation of gj by the saoples of ZaxM9i-xF®2°4 <Ju®nched £tom 
800®C* The value of ||J goes on increasing as the content of 

zinc is increased up to the value of x * 0*4 and decrease 

thereafter for x 7 0.4

The decrease in the value of jj£* with addition of zinc 

indicates more increase in Ms than that in Mr. In addition to 
this depends upon the factors like impurities# defects#n&
polarizable constituents and other hinderanees to domain wall 
motion, which determines retentivity* Thus in case of slow 

cooled ferrites the hinderances to domain wall motion tend to 

Increase with the addition of zinc. However# in case of guenched 
samples hinderances to the domain wall motion appeared to be 

annealed out to their equilibrium concentration and hence are 

present in less degree in the samples quenched from 800°C, This 
may be because defects clusters are less favoured? at high 
temperature. Hence show increase with the addition of zinc 
in the quenched samples of 2axMg1-xFe2o4 from x « o to x * 0.4* 
However# the sample an^Mg^FejO^ shows lower value of j|J.
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This may be attributed to the magnetic ordering change that 

occurs in the zinc substituted ferrites when content of zinc 

exceeds 50 per cent*
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Fig. 4-1
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Fig. 4-2
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Fig, 4'3
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Fig. 4*4
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